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Here's how to get 3 to 5 times more information from each spread you cast right
now: Ask better questions, do all of your pre-spreadwork, and verify the accuracy
of your spread before you start making any predictions.Advanced Tarot Secrets
illustrates, step-by-step, how to do all of this. You are about to learn how to spot
patterns in spreads, find spreads hiding in the spreads you already use, and how
cards interact with each other. This book reveals the advanced spread
techniques and trade secrets used every day by the top psychics in the world. It
is ahow-to-do-it handbook for the professional who charges $100 to $1,000 an
hour to wealthy clients who expect results. These skills are essential if you are
going to read for celebrity or corporate (or government) clients. Improve your
accuracy and strengthen your intuition by practicing the 11 new exercises and
playing the 6 new games detailed in this book. You will learn how to: Find lost
items and missing people with the Tarot Manifest practically anything you desire
out of thin air using your cards Read the distant past (and future); great for
solving mysteries—and crimes Solve problems and brainstorm with the Tarot
Overcome writer's block and master storytelling in the section specifically for
authors The Tarot is not a parlor game. In the hands of a master it is a research
tool used to read the future and rewrite the events to be. This book is the official
textbook for theHouse of White mystery school and it will take your readings to a
level of mastery that puts you head and shoulders above most Tarot readers you
will ever meet. There is no guesswork involved with the Tarot, or this book. There
are time-tested techniques that work, and it is time that you learn and use
them.Advanced Tarot Secrets picks up from where The Easiest Way to Learn the
Tarot—Ever!! left off. You build on the knowledge you already have to deepen
your bond with your cards and make them reveal layers of information from the
same exact spreads you are using right now. We start you off by learning and
doing new exercises, all designed to strengthen your intuition. These simulate the
exact methods you use in “real life” readings, and make you infinitely more
comfortable reading for other people. Next we introduce you to 6 new games that
teach you how to see the various layers of meaning each card offers, and how
cards interact in a spread. These games help you understand how the Tarot
reflects the intricacies of daily life: In a simple ten-card spread you can see more
details than three other people reading the same spread. Next come advanced
spread basics and advanced spread techniques. Here you apply everything you
learn in the exercises and games: Quick and easy ways to clear your deck
between clients (useful at parties or working psychic fairs and hotlines) Why
every spread needs a protagonist How to instantly verify the accuracy of your
spread (no more bad readings—ever) How to modify your favorite spread to meet
your needs for each reading Hidden spreads, spread patterns and themes, the
four passes through a spread every reading should have When to use
clarification or expansion cards, how to read cards face down—and why How to
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give accurate “no-spread readings” And several other advanced techniques
Once you understand all of these things, you can dowse with the Tarot, work on
archaeological expeditions, work for treasure hunters, work with stock analysts to
predict economic trends, remote view (we don't call it “spying”), solve any
problem, design your own spreads and decks, and charge a LOT more for your
services. Advanced Tarot Secrets is not “yet another book on the Tarot,” it is a
Tarot revolution. This book frees you from the limitations of old worn-out
techniques that create no
Nevada, 1869: Beyond the pitiless 40-Mile Desert lies Golgotha, a cattle town
that hides more than its share of unnatural secrets. The sheriff bears the mark of
the noose around his neck; some say he is a dead man whose time has not yet
come. His half-human deputy is kin to coyotes. The mayor guards a hoard of
mythical treasures. A banker's wife belongs to a secret order of assassins. And a
shady saloon owner, whose fingers are in everyone's business, may know more
about the town's true origins than he's letting on. A haven for the blessed and the
damned, Golgotha has known many strange events, but nothing like the
primordial darkness stirring in the abandoned silver mine overlooking the town.
Bleeding midnight, an ancient evil is spilling into the world, and unless the sheriff
and his posse can saddle up in time, Golgotha will have seen its last dawn...and
so will all of Creation. R.S. Belcher's The Six-Gun Tarot is "an astonishing blend
of first-rate steampunk fantasy and Western adventure." (Library Journal, Starred
Review)
Your guide to modern tarot--it's in the cards. How to Read Tarot is an essential
and straightforward guide for anyone interested in mastering the art of tarot
reading. Find all the answers here that you can't in other tarot books--then find
the answers in the cards. Does the Empress mean good things for someone's
career? How should you use the Three-Card reading? Get the most modern
interpretations out of any tarot books, along with easy-to-reference guides that
make it simple for new and experienced readers alike to jump straight into the
most important part of tarot--reading cards. Go beyond other tarot books with: A
fast start--Get helpful beginner suggestions that other tarot books lack, including
how to ground yourself before a reading, tips for interpreting on the fly, and more.
Cards at a glance--Learn the meanings of every card--as well as their reversed
meanings--with fully detailed descriptions and a handy quick-reference chart that
beats other tarot books for convenience. Readings made simple--Start with the
One-Card Draw, then move onto other spreads--your keys to understanding what
the cards are saying--like the Celtic Cross and Wheel of Fortune. Discover the
most comprehensive and up-to-date beginner's guide for new readers. Who
needs any other tarot books when you have How to Read Tarot?
**Buy the paperback version of this book and get the kindle version FREE** Tarot
For Beginners 5 Books in 1 will teach you the history behind Tarot Cards and the
Symbolism represented in the decks. It doesn't matter if you're an absolute
beginner or if you're looking to reconnect to the Tarot that you've known before.
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There are methods provided to teach you how to not only read the cards as you
encounter them, but also to make intuitive interpretations of each card
individually as well as in their relation to the rest of the deck... Tarot Cards have
been used for over 500 years, for gameplay, divination, creative inspiration and
spiritual practice. The practice of reading Tarot comes with a rich, complex
history, full of mystical, philosophical, and religious mystery. As old as the art
form may be, its popularity in modern culture is growing rapidly- Tarot decks and
cartomancy play a significant role in many present-day metaphysical healing
practices, spiritual training, as well as artistic and creative circles. No matter the
reason you are drawn to the Tarot, with the information in this book, you can
easily learn how to read and use the cards! This mega-book includes the
following 5 books: 1. TAROT FOR BEGINNERS: Master the Art of Psychic Tarot
Reading, Learn the Secrets to Understanding Tarot Cards and Their Meanings,
Learn the History, Symbolism and Divination of Tarot Reading (Book 1) 2.
TAROT READING MADE EASY: The Newbies Guide to Psychic Tarot Reading,
Simple Tarot Spreads, Understanding Tarot Cards and Their Meanings, Become
More Intuitive, and Discover Your True Purpose! (Book 2) 3. TAROT READING
FOR DUMMIES: Beginner's Guide to Understanding Tarot Cards and Their
Meanings, Psychic Tarot Reading, Simple Tarot Spreads, History, Symbolism
and Divination (Book 3) 4. TAROT READING FOR BEGINNERS: The #1 Guide
to Psychic Tarot Reading, Real Tarot Card Meanings & Tarot Divination Spreads
- Master the Art of Reading the Cards and Discover their True Meaning (Book 4)
5. TAROT READING EASY GUIDE FOR BEGINNERS: Tarot Mastery, Psychic
Tarot Reading, Common Tarot Spreads, Major Arcana, Minor Arcana, Tarot Card
Meanings, History, Symbolism, and Divination (Book 5) In this book you will
discover how to create a connection to the Tarot and develop your skills of
intuition as you work with the cards. It's this connection that you'll rely upon to
form your own opinions and explanations of the readings you provide for yourself
and others. --- Get your copy of Tarot For Beginners today! --An introduction to everything you need to enhance your life using the Tarot
Whether you're a beginner or you're looking to build confidence in the tarot, The
Little Book of Tarot gives a refreshingly modern interpretation for each card,
focusing on problems that real people face in real life situations. This mini manual
demonstrates interesting and unusual ways of using tarot cards, including for
artistic and poetic inspiration, magic and spirituality and teaches readers a
fascinatingly different way of looking at the cards. The Ace of Cups Keywords:
love, happiness, intimacy, blessing, harmony, a new start, calmness, clarity. The
Ace of Cups represents feelings at their purest form. There is no place for any
kind of deception here. It is an especially good sign in love readings, but brings
good news in any creative project. Whatever the questioner wants to achieve will
need effort, but the situation has the potential for success.
In this pioneering scholarly work on occult symbols in literature, the reader is
offered a vivid look into how W.B. Yeats, T.S. Eliot, and Franz Kafka-three
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masters of symbolic expression-utilized Tarot cards in their poetry and prose.
Focusing on the Tarot's ancient associations with divine knowledge, its pictorial
representation of both the Jewish and Christian Cabala, and the Tarot's more
recent pedestrian affiliation with the occult, June Leavitt skillfully demonstrates
how Yeats, Eliot, and Kafka align themselves in their uniquely individual ways
with the Tarot symbols' mapping of reality. Paying close attention to the mystical
nuances of the Tarot, Ms. Leavitt shows how Tarot symbols allow for radically
new readings of the texts in which they are situated, and play a transformative
role in the three writers' search for God. This search remained indecisive for
Kafka, resulted in Eliot's conversion to Anglo-Catholicism, and went hand in hand
with Yeats' passion for pagan gods and angels. Visit the author's website at http:
//www.spiritualityteaching.com.
"Most tarot books present card-by-card interpretations, as well as instructions on
how to read spreads. There are many books on the tarot as a pathway to the
inward journey. This book takes the next logical step inward by presenting the art
of reading in a workbook format and helps the reader learn to interpret the cards
intuitively. This book teaches by example, presenting the basics of intuitive tarot
reading-reading without any questions, any backstory, nothing to go on-and filled
with exercises to hone intuition and sharpen interpretation skills"-Teaches the interpretation of the ancient cards using various spreads, from onecard to Celtic cross and category spreads
Tarot isn't just about fortune-telling! This Self Care Tarot Book will tell you about
other tarot's functions! The book uncovers how to make the most out of your daily
tarot practice with mindful readings, pre-reading rituals, daily one-card check-ins,
practices to explore your intuition, and more. You can think problems over by
laying out a spread, ask the cards yes or no questions, or explore your intuitive
skills.
A guide to the most popular tarot deck provides lists of the ten most significant
points for interpretation; examines each card, including its ten most important
symbols; and outlines spreads.
The symbolism of these vividly illustrated cards corresponds with astrology, the
elements, and the Golden Dawn, while the 78-card decks structure honors the
boundaries of traditional tarot. The book features detailed descriptions of the
cards and the meaning for both upright and reversed positions.
Packaged in a deluxe, shrink-wrapped keepsake box--featuring a magnetic
closure, ribbon, and guidebook--an innovative and stunning full-color feminist
tarot deck that connects 78 notable women from history with the traditional
archetypes and meanings associated with each tarot card. A groundbreaking
blend of history, feminism, and the mystical arts, Our Tarot is a unique, specially
designed tarot deck with cards that feature an intricate collage portrait of dozens
of powerful women who have helped shape history. Each card conveys the
energy, messages, and symbolism its figure brings to the deck. The set includes
a full-color guidebook that offers a concise history of the tarot deck, an
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explanation of the deck and the significance of the cards, and tips on interpreting
each, with instructive sample spreads to guide you. It explains the Major Arcana
and Minor Arcana and their chronology, offers biographies that link each
woman's life story, accomplishments, and traits with the card she represents, and
explains the card's relevance in a reading. Originally self-published, Our Tarot
was praised by the Huffington Post, which called it "a stunning deck . . . [that]
honors a wide range of intersectional feminist champions." This fully revised
edition includes 25 new entries; a refreshed design; and a full-color printing. In
addition, each card from the deck serves as an interior portrait. Each card in Our
Tarot is inspired by the traditional meanings of the mystic Tarot and is
represented by a woman (or group of women) who has influenced the world.
These diverse women come from all eras in history, from 1300 BCE to the late
twentieth century, and represent many ethnicities, creeds, socioeconomic
classes, sexualities, ages, and abilities. Some of the women honored include
Jane Addams, Benazir Bhutto, Lucrezia Borgia, Anne Frank, Frida Kahlo, Beatrix
Potter, Florence Nightingale, nefertari, Elizabeth I, Cleopatra, Marie Curie, Zora
Neale Hurston, Sophie Scholl, Cleopatra, Eleanor Roosevelt, and Ida B. Wells.
Contents include: Four-color, high-quality gift box with magnetic closure Fourcolor tarot deck in card box, set into an interior well with lift-out ribbon Four-color
guidebook featuring biographies of all 78 women and their relevance to the deck
with 5 black-and-white illustrations and 85 full-color images throughout Sheet
with image of the components
Explore the world of Tarot from its ancient and mystical roots to the meanings
behind the cards and their many modern applications. Your future is in the cards!
This Little Black Book of Tarot covers the history of Tarot, the cards, the process,
major and minor arcana, and the uses of Tarot.
**ATTENTION! MAJOR UPDATE! I've added more information to this book,
including symbols and colors in the Tarot cards and five sample layouts along
with interpretations. I initially wanted to keep the book very basic and to not get
real complicated. However, I realize there are some readers that want to become
more immersed in the Tarot cards, so I felt I would provide more in depth details.
Now you will find chapters on colors in the Tarot and symbols in Tarot cards. I
personally don't use them in my readings but maybe many of you will want to! I
also listened to the readers who were kind enough to write reviews, and it
seemed as though some were disappointed because there were no "examples"
of layouts in the book. So I took some pictures of five layouts and explained them
the best I could. Unfortunately, they are printed in black and white since color
would have tripled the cost of the book. Sorry... Please remember I'm not a
professional photographer, so they might look amateurish. That's because they
are! ------------------------------------------------------------ Original Description: Are you
confused, frustrated and/or fed up with so many tarot card books that have long
explanations and meanings and then reversed meanings as you are attempting
to learn how to read your tarot cards? So was I way back in 1975 when I first
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delved into the world of tarot cards. Then in 1983 I went to a reader and was
fascinated by her interpretations of the cards. They were different from all the
meanings I had seen in other books. I attended her exclusive invitation-only class
and learned HER way! I decided to take those lessons and gather them together.
The result is this little book that is power packed with information...no fluff, no
illustrations, and no long-winded explanations. It's a unique blend of esoteric tarot
meanings combined with astrology and numerology. I've included a few "lessons"
on astrology in the event you aren't familiar with the zodiac. The included
numerology explanation is fairly simple. Katie
Reading tarot can be an incredible, illuminating experience. The cards offer
valuable insights and guidance into many aspects of our lives, from relationships
to career to personal growth. But learning how to interpret each card can feel
overwhelming. Many tarot decks come with instructions - little white books that
give short descriptions for each card - but they don’t always put tarot into
modern-day context, or offer the level of detail you’re looking for. Going Beyond
the Little White Book sets out to change all of that. Here, you’ll find up-to-date
interpretations for all 78 tarot cards, including: - Questions and prompts to help
you make personal connections to each card; - Tips on how to interpret cards
that appear as challenges versus opportunities; - Meditations for every card; And more! Whether you’re just starting out as a tarot reader, or want to refresh
your knowledge of the cards, the book will give you practical interpretations to
help you understand tarot in a whole new way.
This lovely, full-color guide to tarot provides everything you need to know to read
tarot—whether it’s a traditional reading, or a reading for self-reflection or selfdiscovery. Not long ago, getting your cards read would have conjured images of
a mystic shrouded in scarves with a crystal ball, waving her hands over a spread
of cards. Today, a tarot reading is as common as going to yoga or texting a
friend. It’s the new way to seek guidance—whether that’s relationship advice or
what outfit to wear today. With the help of this beautifully illustrated guide, you’ll
be able to harness this skill to read your own future in tarot cards. Filled with
custom card images and easy-to-understand descriptions of each card and many
different reading layouts, The Only Tarot Book You’ll Ever Need will help you to
master the tarot, whether your aim is to perform traditional readings, consult the
cards as part of a daily self-care ritual, use them for interactive self-reflection, or
rely on them as a tool for thinking through particular challenges or questions.
Ever wished you could have instant access to all the Tarot card meanings for nearly
every type of reading . . . Love, career, spirituality and much, much more? Finally!
Here's a fresh, modern, practical guide to the meanings of every Tarot card (upright
and reversed) without the fluff . . . that's easy to use, too! "THE ONLY GUIDE TO
TAROT CARD MEANINGS YOU'LL EVER NEED" Brigit Esselmont, Founder of Biddy
Tarot (the #1 Tarot card meanings website online), shares her most comprehensive
guide to the Tarot cards yet!The Ultimate Guide to Tarot Card Meanings has everything
you need to read the Tarot cards like an expert. Just imagine-all the Tarot card
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meanings you could ever want, right at your fingertips in this ultimate reference guide.
You'll never need to buy another book on the Tarot card meanings again!!Inside The
Ultimate Guide to Tarot Card Meanings, you'll find: Comprehensive upright and
reversed Tarot card meanings to help you interpret the cards like an expert. Images
and detailed descriptions of the 78 Rider-Waite Tarot cards to understand their deeper
symbolism and significance. Quick reference keyword charts for each Tarot card
(including upright and reversed cards) to turbo-charge your learning. Tarot card
meanings for everyday situations including detailed card interpretations for
relationships, career, work, finances, spirituality, personality, health, and well-being.
Suggested Tarot card combinations and what they mean in a reading Inspiring quotes
to increase your conceptual understanding of each card. Why waste time and money
on outdated and confusing Tarot books when you can get the most relevant, modern
and useful guide to Tarot card meanings you'll ever need in The Ultimate Guide to
Tarot Card Meanings. "This is the most complete, comprehensive and informative book
on Tarot I know." Inge Brust "The Guide is a complete lesson in reading, explaining,
and simplifying the 78 cards of the Tarot. It is probably the best learning tool and
reference book on the Tarot I have ever seen." Robert Neal "I am in complete awe of
your book. It is truly The Ultimate Guide To Life - not only for Tarot card meanings but
also for delving into our lives, finding paths to more enriching lives, seeking answers,
and so much more." Cheryl Janzen The paperback book is available with a soft, colour
cover and black & white interior.
Discover the facts, myth, history, and mystery of the spiritual art of Tarot-reading.
Whether you want to learn to read the cards or deepen your Tarot interpretation
skills,The Ultimate Guide to Tarot honors the deep heritage of Tarot, while guiding you
through practical techniques. Tarot expert Liz Dean offers an overview to all of the
important elements of each card from symbols, to links with astrology, kabbala and
numerology. The Ultimate Guide to Tarot also includes all the classic tarot spreads â€“
Celtic Cross, Horseshoe, Star and Astrological Year Ahead â€“ plus, a mini-layout to
try for each of the 22 major cards. Learn how to combine the three essential ingredients
of a great tarot reading: knowing the meaning of the cards, how to lay them out, and
trusting the intuitive messages the images often spark within us during a reading. This
synthesis is the true magic of tarot. With the authority and confidence this book offers,
The Ultimate Guide to Tarot will be the must-have companion for beginner readers and
tarot aficionados alike.
Tarot Deciphered is an in-depth voyage into the esoteric roots that underlie the RiderWaite-Smith Tarot, the Thoth Tarot, and the myriad of decks that share their
symbology. This card-by-card analysis reveals detailed insights drawn from the multilayered traditions of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, the magical order that
most strongly influenced modern tarot. For each card, you will discover how astrology,
mythology, alchemy, the elements, and Qabalah contribute to the card's overall
meaning. Authors T. Susan Chang and M. M. Meleen, co-hosts of the popular Fortune's
Wheelhouse podcast, decipher the symbols and stories of tarot and provide a carefully
researched synthesis of ideas designed to help you connect with the wisdom of the
cards.
Get even more depth from your angel tarot readings with Radleigh Valentine's
comprehensive guide to the use of, and the in-depth symbolism behind, Angel Tarot
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Cards. In The Big Book of Angel Tarot, best-selling author Radleigh Valentine follows
up his groundbreaking work Angel Tarot Cards with the definitive guide to the mystical
art of tarot. By removing the fear, worry, and secrecy from the process, Radleigh is
reintroducing the world to this language of the Divine, without diminishing any of the
amazing accuracy and detailed information that tarot is known for. This fascinating book
takes you card by card through the journey of The Dreamer in the Major Arcana, fully
explaining all of the magical symbolism found throughout tarot. You'll come to
understand the importance of each suit of the Minor Arcana and its relevance to your
daily life, as well as develop a firm grasp of the court cards by getting to know each and
every one as if they're real people. Radleigh reveals the incredible insights into your
questions and concerns that arise from various card spreads-and also teaches you how
to create your own! (Previously published as The Big Book of Angel Tarot by Doreen
Virtue and Radleigh Valentine)
If your tarot cards could speak, what questions would they ask? Questions are powerful
catalysts for introspection and self-growth. They can lead us in surprising directions. Or
reconnect us to long-buried truths. It is important to take time in our lives every so often
to check in with ourselves and meditate on the thoughts and feelings that well-thoughtout questions can generate. Usually we expect tarot cards to provide us with answers.
In this book however, you will see that the cards themselves generate questions that
you can use as prompts for journaling and discussion.
Originally published in 1909 to little fanfare, the Rider-Waite-Smith tarot went on to
become the bestselling tarot deck of all time. This thorough guide shares an in-depth
exploration of the fascinating history of this important deck, a complete analysis of what
each card means, and 78 spreads to help you integrate each card's unique spiritual
energy. Explore Waite and Smith's involvement in the Golden Dawn, the most
influential magical order of the time. Discover how they combined their knowledge of
astrology, Kabalah, metaphysics, mythology, and theater to realize their profound
vision. Llewellyn's Complete Book of the Rider-Waite-Smith Tarot delves deeply into
the roots of these influential cards, exploring how artist Pamela Colman Smith and
occultist Arthur Waite brought together an enchanting and beguiling set of esoteric
symbols and formed a magical deck that continues to serve as the model for most other
tarot cards that have been published ever since.
While its origins are swathed in mystery, the remarkable accuracy of the ancient Tarot
has won many followers, because it helps us interpret what is going on in life physically,
mentally, emotionally and spiritually. By explaining the wisdom contained in the cards,
The Tarot Revealed helps you understand more of yourself and your world. The Tarot
Revealed shows you how to: * unlock the Tarot's many secrets * clearly interpret each
card alone and in combination * learn the many layers of meaning attached to each
card * give simple and advanced readings * choose the appropriate layout for each
specific situation * understand the deeper significance of the Major and Minor Arcana.
Written in a clear and accessible style, and with 32 bonus charts, The Tarot Revealed is
a valuable guide for beginners and experienced readers. Using anecdotes to further
clarify each card's meaning, Paul Fenton-Smith helps you apply these interpretations to
real-life situations. Within a short time, The Tarot Revealed will enable you to penetrate
the mystery of the cards by becoming an accomplished Tarot reader. 'Thank you for
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written and easy to follow guide to the Tarot.' A. Asmus 'I am a professional Tarot
reader who travels internationally, and this book comes with me everywhere.' Sheena T
Now a classic in the field, used by students of the Golden Dawn as well as by those
who want to understand Crowley's tarot. This is the definitive study of the Egyptian tarot
and is used as a key to all Western mystery disciplines. Color plates of eight cards.
What if I told you that you could read your crush's mind? What if I told you that you
could figure out what your exes thinking without even asking them? It's all very
possible! You can finally figure out your love interests' truest feelings for you! In simply
using a tarot deck, and using "Tarot Cards as Feelings in Love Readings" as your
guidebook for your tarot-reading sessions, you'll have all the juicy answers you've been
wanting to know right at your finger tips! This book includes: - Easy-to-understand
descriptions of what ALL 78 cards of a tarot deck mean when they appear in your love
readings - Features resonative and accurate interpretations from a tarot reading expert
that you won't find anywhere else that will make you say, "Aha! Now I get it! I finally
know how my love interest feels toward me!" - Positive and negative love
interpretations for ALL 78 cards of a tarot deck so you can be guaranteed that you'll find
a description that resonates the most with you. - Examples on how to read tarot cards
for love questions like a TRUE professional
I've used my book The Tarot Arcana for years. I can vouch for its ability to guide and
warn you of any possible trouble or threat, enemy, past or present. Now with such
dangers facing us. The Big Bang. The Pandemic. The Curse. The world over is not
returning to leisure. No vaccine will stop what is coming. Business as usual is over. Isn't
it time that you decided to know The Tarot Arcana for yourself? Answers will not come
from 2,000 years ago. It's time to be in the present. The Ancient homilies are well over
and done with. New perspectives and knowledge must accrue for existence (Man and
Women's) to grow instead of falling into stagnation. You need answers that are not
available by the usual means. Only The Tarot Arcana can show you what you need to
know. This is the very book that was utilized in The Big Bang Tarot passages of The
Nihilist's Handbook.
You've never seen tarot cards quite like these. Imagine the celebrated “Rider Deck”
infused with the horrors of Night of the Living Dead, and the result is The Zombie
Tarot—a crazy, campy interpretation of a classic divination system. In this zombified
parallel universe, wands become limbs, pentacles are biohazard symbols, and the
Major Arcana is full of shambling corpses. Along with the 78-card deck, readers will
receive instructions in a 96-page full-color book; its contents explain how to survive the
zombie apocalypse and forecast your future using one of three different card layouts.
The secrets of The Zombie Tarot await you!
Created especially for beginners, the Easy Tarot kit is the easiest way to learn to read
Tarot cards. In the Easy Tarot Handbook, author Josephine Ellershaw shares tips,
shortcuts, and time-saving techniques gained from more than thirty years of experience
reading Tarot cards. Using the beautiful Gilded Tarot deck, you'll learn how the seventyeight cards link to one another and provide insight as their unique energies merge in
the Cross of Truth, the Celtic Cross, and other spreads. There is even a list of card
combinations that commonly indicate specific events-such as pregnancy, a wedding, a
new job, and more. Also included in the Easy Tarot Handbook: • A quick guide to card
meanings • Sample readings, safeguards, and ethical guidelines • Tips on keeping a
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Tarot diary • Troubleshooting advice that addresses questions such as, "What if the
cards don't seem to connect?"
Ready to create a deeply intuitive and personal connection with the Tarot cards? Sure,
you can memorise Tarot card meanings and read loads of Tarot books to learn Tarot.
But the real magic happens when you discover your own personal meanings for the
Tarot cards. Your Tarot readings will be even more powerful, more insightful and more
accurate because you are tapping into your own inner guidance and wisdom about
what the cards mean for you. In the Tarot Card Meanings Workbook, you'll be guided to
create your very own descriptions for the Tarot cards. This isn't about simply being told
what the Tarot cards mean. This is about discovering what the cards mean to you.
You'll be drawing on your personal experiences, your Tarot readings, and - most
importantly - your intuition to create powerful Tarot card interpretations that actually
make sense to you and give you the clarity you desire. Inside the Tarot Card Meanings
Workbook you'll find: Advice on how to uncover your personalised meanings of the
Tarot cards Worksheets for each Tarot cards, including space for you to record your
personal keywords, Tarot card symbolism, upright and reversed meanings, and
interpretations for love, work, career, finance, well-being and spirituality Black & white
images of the 78 Rider-Waite Tarot cards to deepen your understanding of their
symbolism and significance Blank keyword charts so you can create your very own
quick-reference guide for the Tarot card meanings If you're struggling to memorise all of
the Tarot card meanings or you find yourself always relying on the book to tell you what
a card means, then the Tarot Card Meanings Workbook was made for you! This is your
opportunity to finally connect with the cards in a powerful - and meaningful - way so that
you nail every reading, every time.
This book is the description about the history, or even the origin of Tarot. It includes the
point where Tarot appeared in our timeline, and how Tarot was used in the beginning.
Inside this book, there are short details about the image of Tarot Major Arcana, and key
words for all Tarot Cards, based on the Marseiile standard. This is the work of S.L.M.
Mathers. He was not only the Chief of the Second Order of the Golden Dawn, but the
author of almost all of the important Golden Dawn teachings and documents. And the
most famous are The Tarot, and exceptional Book T, the foundational document of all
Golden-Dawn based decks, including also Waite Tarot, BOTA Tarot, Thoth Tarot, and
all their derivatives. This book is the translation of two great book "The Tarot" and
"Book T".
The Tarot of Ceremonial Magick is a new deck created by DuQuette and published by
U. S. Games. In this groundbreaking book, he explains the symbology of the cards. On
each card is shown the Zodiacal, Enochian, Ceremonial, Goetic, Tattvic, and Elemental
components, along with the card's place in each of those systems, and its relationships
to other cards. For students of Crowley's works, this new deck and book makes his
conceptual connections more accessible. Illustrated. Bibliography.
The tarot classic that first promoted the practice of reading the cards not just for others
but for one's own personal insight and self-transformation. "Tarot for Your Self was
ground-breaking when this book was first published and is still radically significant
today." - Benebell Wen, author of Holistic Tarot "Deciding to work with the Tarot is like
embarking on a long, inward journey." - Mary K. Greer This tarot classic by Mary K.
Greer was the first book to promote reading the cards for your own insight,
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revolutionizing tarot through a combined emphasis on self-teaching techniques and
personal growth. Tarot for Your Self uses meditations, rituals, spreads, mandalas,
visualizations, dialogues, charts, affirmations, and other activities to help you establish
your own relationship with the cards. All the information is presented using the best in
traditional knowledge and know-how. This powerful breakthrough process will turn all
your readings into truly transformative experiences. Tarot for Your Self covers
interpretations for the major and minor arcana, reversed card meanings for all 78 cards,
and enlightening information on your shadow/teacher cards.
An incredibly fun, easy-to-follow workbook that shows you how to hear what the cards are
trying to tell you-quite simply the world's best Tarot textbook to learn from with or without a
Tarot teacher.
For centuries, people have used the tarot to help them gain access to spiritual knowledge and
explore universal truths. You don’t have to be spiritually inclined to get something out of the
tarot. Even the most hard-boiled materialist, with the assistance of The Knight, The Fool, the
Lovers, the Hanged Man, and all the rest of the major and minor arcana, can achieve deep
insights into their own true natures and the natures of others in their lives. Used properly, the
tarot can reveal to us our deepest longings, help us to confront our fears, and allow us to
recognize unspoken emotional and psychological obstacles to happiness. Come along on a
fascinating journey as world-renowned spiritual teacher Amber Jayanti reveals the mysteries of
the tarot and shows you how to tap into its uncanny power as a tool for personal exploration
and growth. Discover how to use the tarot to: Reveal new options Get a new perspective on
and re-envision your life Find hope, support, and encou ragement Increase mental and
emotional clarity Reaffirm what you already know Connect more deeply with your intuition
Explore universal truths Answer some of life’s biggest questions Tarot For Dummies explains
how the tarot works, what it can and can’t do for you, and how to get the most out of it. And it
guides you step-by-step through: Shopping for the right deck for you Handling the cards and
interpreting spreads Preparing for a reading Finding spreads that are relevant to loved ones,
friends, history, and special events Distinguishing the elements of a great reading Linking the
tarot with astrology, numerology, the Qabalah and other sources of wisdom Do you long to see
your life from a different perspective – to “see the big picture?” Let expert Amber Jayanti show
you how to interpret the tarot and re-envision your life through this ancient, mystical system of
pictures.
Beloved literary iconoclast Michelle Tea reinvents tarot for a new generation in this guide to
using the Tarot as a twenty-first-century tool for connecting with our higher selves. Long before
Michelle Tea was winning awards for her poignant memoirs, she was a scrappy misfit on the
streets of San Francisco, supporting herself by giving eerily prescient tarot readings. As her
reputation as a writer grew, she stopped publicly reading the Tarot, though she never stopped
doing it privately. Based on over twenty-five years of experience and a deep and abiding love
of the cards, Modern Tarot brings the full force of Tea’s unique insight, inviting pop sensibility,
and wicked humor to bear on the tradition of the Tarot in a fascinating journey through the
cards that teaches us how to use this tradition for radical self-growth. Whether you’re a dyedin-the-wool seeker or a digital-age skeptic—or a little of both—the power of tarot is open to you.
Modern Tarot doesn’t require you to believe in the supernatural or to focus narrowly on using
the tarot as a divination tool. Instead, it offers fiercely insightful descriptions of each of the
seventy-eight cards in the tarot system (each one fully illustrated by Amanda Verwey) and
specially designed rituals to guide readers on a path toward transformative personal growth.
Grounded in Tea’s decades of tarot wisdom and personal experience, this is a guide that
beginners will fall in love with and experienced readers will learn from anew. With her
trademark one-of-a-kind insight and wit, Tea shows how tarot offers moments of deep,
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authentic connection during a time when “connection” is ubiquitous but rarely delves beneath
the surface—and how the affirming and personal nature of the Tarot offers a spiritual
experience that is gentle, individual, and aspirational.
Want to make your own tarot cards? There are a lot of reasons why you might. Maybe you
want your own unique, customized, personal deck? Maybe you want to create a service
business where you customize and brand tarot decks for the psychic and fortune telling
community? Maybe you just want to have a deck that has never been touched by another
person's hands? Perhaps you want to brand your cards with your contact details, e.g. website,
phone number, logo, etc., so you can give away a cards to your clients with instructions that
they frame the card and hang it somewhere where it will be seen everyday -- so it will bring
good fortune to their situation (nb: Having your card hanging on their wall will also be a
constant reminder of you, plus having your contact details handy for them to call you morning,
noon, and night, doesn't hurt either; not to mention it serving as a conversation piece hanging
on their wall which will likely bring in tons of indirect referral business to you. Everyone want's
their own piece of artwork, hanging on the wall!)? It really doesn't matter your reason, it's
always a good idea and loads of fun making your own tarot card decks. This amazing book is
the same book included in the www.TarotTemplate.com course, so note to self: If you have
already taken the course, you needn't purchase this book, unless you simply want the
paperback version for your personal library. This book is packed with information that will make
creating your own tarot card decks a super simple process. You can literally have your deck
completed in ten or fifteen minutes, uploaded to the publishing houses in another ten minutes,
and on their way to you, straight from the manufacturer, in a few short days. This book makes
the whole process simple and easy to do and keeps the cost of tarot decks down to a
minimum. If you've priced the low quality decks lately, you'll have found them to be quite
expensive. Now you can have the highest quality, complete with your own designs and
branding, for much less. Learning how to make your own tarot cards is something every card
reader should know how to do. It will save you money. It will get you more clients. It will help
you read fortunes better. Grab Your Copy Now!
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